The visual system in subterranean African mole-rats (Rodentia, Bathyergidae): retina, subcortical visual nuclei and primary visual cortex.
We have studied the visual system of subterranean mole-rats of the rodent family Bathyergidae, for which light and vision seem of little importance. The eye diameter varies between 3.5mm in Bathyergus suillus and 1.3mm in Heterocephalus glaber. The small superficial eyes have features typical of sighted animals (clear optics, well-developed pupil and well-organized retina) and appear suited for proper image formation. The retinae are rod-dominated but possess rather high cone proportions of about 10%. The total number of retinal ganglion cells and optic nerve fibres ranges between 6000 in Bathyergus suillus and 2100 in Heliophobius argenteocinereus. Visual acuity (estimated from counts of peak ganglion cell density and axial length of the eye) is low, ranging between 0.3 and 0.5 cycles/degree. The retina projects to all the visual structures described in surface-dwelling sighted rodents. The suprachiasmatic nucleus is large and receives bilateral retinal input. All other visual nuclei are reduced in size and receive almost exclusively contralateral retinal projections of varying magnitude. The primary visual cortex is small and, in comparison to other rodents, displaced laterally. In conclusion, the African mole-rats possess relatively well-developed functional visual subsystems involved in photoperiodicity, form and brightness discrimination. In contrast, visual subsystems involved in coordination of visuomotor reflexes are severely reduced. This pattern suggests the retention of basic visual capabilities. Residual vision may enable subterranean mammals to localize breaches in the burrows that let in light thus providing a cue to enable mole-rats to reseal such entry points and to prevent entry of predators.